The 7th exhibition of Korean modern ceramic artist association 1989
Korean Art 3: slipware

Morley College Library
A guide to resources for

738.952

Ceramics

Tamba pottery: the timeless art of a Japanese village
A potter in Japan: 1952-1954

Museum of Mankind The potter's art in Africa

We have a wide selection of ceramics books in the Library for you to borrow, but if
you are a ceramics student, remember to look at the bookshelves in the ceramics
studio for additional books. Follow potters on Instagram and collect images of work
you like on Pinterest.

Mexican folk ceramics

738 Ceramics

Tea ceremony utensils
738.96

738.973
American art pottery: from the collection of Everson Museum of Art

Breaking the mould: new approaches to ceramics

Antonio De Moche: coleccion arte y tesoros del Peru

Ceramic Art London 2010

Colombia before Columbus: the people, culture and ceramic art of pre-hispanic
Colombia

Ceramics in the environment: an international review

738.985

The ceramics reader

Altpueranischer Kulturen: Recuay IV

Clay in common: a project book for schools, museums, galleries, libraries, and
artists and clay activists everywhere

Contemporary ceramic art in Australia and New Zealand

Contemporary ceramics
Contemporary clay and museum culture: ceramics in the expanded field

500 Ceramic Sculptures: contemporary practice, singular works
More information about the library can be found on Moodle,
vle.morleycollege.ac.uk. Note: Moodle will be phased out by the end of 2022 and
material transferred to a new platform.
We also have access to JSTOR log in as MorleyCollege, password knowledge2019
using the login at the top right.
Library:

020 7450 1828

Lower Library:

020 7450 1827

E:

library@morleycollege.ac.uk

The Great Pottery Throw Down
The pot book
Sculptural ceramics
Sustainable ceramics: a practical approach
Things of beauty growing: British studio pottery
Thing tang trash: upcycling in contemporary ceramics
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Vitamin C: clay and ceramic in contemporary art
1

738.1 Techniques, procedures, equipment, materials

Loewe Foundation Craft Prize: the 2018 nominees

The White Road: a pilgrimage of sorts
Additions to clay bodies

738.6 Ornamental bricks and tiles

Animal forms and figures

Making and decorating pottery tiles

Arita/table of contents: studies in Japanese porcelain

Ceramic figures: a directory of artists 2001

The basics of throwing: a practical approach to form and design

The Amasis painter and his world : vase-painting in sixth-century B.C. Athens

Book of low-fire ceramics

Greek vases

Ceramic faults and their remedies

The art of ancient Cyprus: with a check-list of the author's collection

Ceramic form: design and decoration

20th century ceramic designers in Britain

Ceramics and print

Victorian pottery

The ceramics bible: the complete guide to materials and techniques

Potters: An illustrated directory of the work of full members of the Craftsmen
Potters Association of Great Britain.

The ceramic surface

A guide to pottery training in the United Kingdom.

Ceramic transfer printing

Pottery and porcelain tablewares

Coiled pottery

British studio ceramics in the 20th century

Colour in clay

738.951

The complete pottery course
Electric kiln ceramics: a guide to clays and glazes
The essential guide to mold making & slip
casting

Shihuang: terracotta warriors and horses
Chinese Ceramics: Highlights of the Sir Percival David Collection

738.9519

Extruded ceramics: techniques-projects-inspirations

Korean art 5: earthenware

Firing: philosophies within contemporary ceramic practice

The first ceramic arts exhibition by Chin, Chang Hyun

Functional pottery: form and aesthetic in pots of purpose

The 6th Exhibition of Korean modern ceramic artist association 1987

Images in clay sculpture: historical and contemporary techniques

First ceramic arts exhibition by Jeong. Jae-Jin

Impressed and incised ceramics

The 13th ceramic show by Soon Hyung Kwon

The kiln book

The 5th exhibition of ceramic works by Jil-Ggol Group
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Art deco ceramics

Live form: women, ceramics, and community

Miller's encyclopedia of British transfer-printed pottery: 1790-1930

Maiolica

Porcelain

Mary Rogers on pottery and porcelain

738.3 Earthenware and Stoneware

Mold making for ceramics

Urban potters: makers in the city

Naked clay: ceramics without glaze

The new age of ceramics

New directions in ceramics: from spectacle to trace

Clay: contemporary ceramic artisans

New wave clay: ceramic design, art and architecture

Collect 2014

Ornaments and surfaces on ceramics

Techniques of terracotta

Paper clay

The potter's challenge

Paperclay: art and practice

U-tsu-wa

Pioneer pottery

The work of Alison Britton

A potter’s book

Alison Britton in studio: a view by Peter Dormer and David Cripps

The potter's directory of shape and form

A pioneer potter : an autobiography Michael Cardew

The potter's dictionary of materials and techniques

Collecting Clarice Cliff

The potter's manual

Susie Cooper: productions

Pottery: a complete step-by-step guide

Emmanuel Cooper

Pottery: the technique of throwing

Hans Coper

Pottery : techniques of decoration

De Morgan tiles

Pottery: Raku technique: designs, material, technique

William De Morgan

Pottery you can use: an essential guide to making plates, pots, cups and jugs

The art of Ogata Kenzan: persona and production in Japanese ceramics Koie, Ryoji
[Catalonian ceramics] - possibly an incorrect title

Raku

Bernard Leach: a potter's work

Raku: a practical approach
Raku: a review of contemporary work

Jennifer Lee: 29 September-27 October 2016
Jennifer Lee: Ceramics made in Shigaraki and London

6

Slipcasting
Slipware: contemporary approaches
3

Smoke-fired pottery

Glazes from natural sources: a working handbook for potters

Techniques using slips

The handbook of glaze recipes

Throwing pots

Natural glazes: collecting and making

Tin glazed earthenware: from Maiolica, Faience and Delftware to the contemporary

Dry glazes

To hold

The ceramic glaze handbook

The workshop guide of low-fire ceramics

Glazes and glazing techniques: a glaze journey

738.12

Colour in glazes

Subversive ceramics

Ceramics manual: a basic guide to pottery making

New directions in ceramics: from spectacle to trace

Clay and glazes for the potter

738.14 Techniques and procedures

Clays and glazes in studio ceramics

The essential guide to mold making & slip casting

The potter's book of glaze recipes

Image transfer on clay: screen, relief, decal & monoprint techniques

The potter's pocket palette: a practical guide to creating over 700 illustrated glaze
and slip covers

Handbuilt pottery techniques revealed: the secrets of handbuilding shown in
unique cutaway photography
European Ceramic Work Centre The ceramic process: a manual and source of
inspiration for ceramic art and design
Moulded and slip cast pottery and ceramics
Throwing

Jennifer Lee 2009-2013
Richard Maya Lin: systematic landscapes
Kate Malone: a book of pots
Johannes Nagel: Trial and Error 2018
The mad potter of Biloxi: the art and life of George E. Ohr

Sculpting and handbuilding

Grayson Perry: portrait of the artist as a young girl

Handbuilding

738.2

738.144 Glazing
Advanced pottery

Lambeth Stoneware: the Woolley collection including Doulton Ware and products
of other British potteries

Ceramic glazes: the complete handbook

Unearthed: a comparative study of Jomon Dogu and Neolithic figurines

The Ceramics of Picasso

blue & white printed earthenware

Developing glazes

The Doulton story : a souvenir booklet produced originally for the exhibition held at
the Victoria and Albert Museum, London : 1979

Glazes for the studio potter
4
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